THE BENEFITS OF
PXP ROYALE

“Claim back your life. Within your innate
blueprint, your body has a plan for health and
vitality. Feed the cells and get out of the way!”
-- Dr. Jack Tips





















A major breakthrough in natural nutrition – goes directly into cells and into the
mitochondrial powerhouses which create life energy
Your cells recognize it as biological super-fuel
Provides nutrients you just can’t get in a modern diet
Rejuvenates the human body and brain, over time, bringing back youthfulness & new
levels of vitality
Lowers cell wall inflammation, thus helping increase cellular receptivity to nourishment,
insulin, hormone messengers ….
- Cholesterol is an anti-inflammatory, and is often found in high
amounts because of the presence of inflammation. Lower the
inflammation via PXP and the cholesterol will likely self-correct.
A potent antioxidant - neutralizes free radicals causing cell damage, mutation and death
linked to metabolic disorders like cancer, heart, disease, Alzheimer’s, stroke, diabetes,
and all degenerative diseases.
Stimulates DNA repair (& re-sequencing) after challenges from pollution, toxins,
electronic and nuclear radiation
Much-needed enzymes are made out of the PXP nutrient
Creates better hormone reception/communication:
- helps thyroid and other glands function optimally
- over time helps the body deal with glucose intolerance
Helps make melatonin for better sleep.
Increases collagen in skin – resulting in better skin tone
Cleanses cells of toxic buildup
Some proponents of PXP think it is the bridge from carbon to silicate/crystalline body
for the new time ahead:
- upgrades, tunes, and harmonizes the body with increased Shumann
resonance and new Earth energy
Creates a bridge back into original, innate blueprint
Allows & supports the body to use its innate wisdom to heal whatever ails you.

PXP feeds

the body at the cellular level. Once the cells receive the proper nutrients, they can
produce the proper energy for the DNA to start functioning again, or functioning at a higher
level. This process begins to put the body back in its natural order. The body can’t function
properly unless it gets the proper energy from the cells that are powered by the mitochondria
(the tiny little engines in the cells).
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